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WHAT IS TRIP?

TRIP is a quick clearance 
incentive program that 

partners DOT with heavy-
duty recovery companies and 

pays a monetary bonus for 
clearing commercial vehicle 
wrecks within 90 minutes.
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Presentation Notes
So!  What is TRIP?   TRIP is essentially a structured, measurable incentive towing program designed for Commercial Vehicle crashes that impact interstate lanes of travel.  TRIP programs allow DOT’s to partner with heavy wrecker companies and other responding stakeholders to facilitate quick clearance of travel lanes after serious CMV crashes



WHY TRIP?

TRIP’s key objective is to 
STANDARDIZE towing 

response and facilitate the 
safe and quick clearance of 
commercial vehicle crashes 

on the Interstate system
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Commercial vehicle crashes are extremely disruptive to the safe and efficient operation of the interstate system. Travel delays and the resulting backups associated with lane reduction often result in secondary crashes.There are numerous benefits to implementing a program such as TRIPThe motoring public sees improved reliability as crashes are cleared quickly and efficientlyOn scene responders, who are exposed to the dangers of working in and around live traffic will benefit as their exposure decreases.  Additionally, trust and confidence in the TRIP towing community will enhance the Incident Command process and bring all incident stakeholders to the same table and in pursuit of the same goals.The towing community benefits on multiple fronts.  The enhanced training that they have received as part of the TRIP program allows them to operate safely and efficiently, thus eliminating the guesswork and trial and error approach to recovering a commercial vehicle.  Additionally, the TRIP towing community will be compensated for good performance.TRIP’s key objective is the facilitation of safe and quick clearance of commercial vehicle crashes from live lanes of travel.We accomplish this through the standardization of  heavy wrecker response, consistent towing specifications, procedures and training.  WE SET AN EXPECTATION OF CONSISTENT RELIABLE RESPONSE AND PERFORMANCETRIP is designed to reduce the impact of major traffic incidents by establishing lane clearance goals of 90 minutes or less. Overall, TRIP builds upon existing traffic incident management principles while building a mutually beneficial relationship between the towing community and T.I.M. stakeholders.  This is accomplished by establishing a common expectation in the pursuit of meeting quick clearance goals. A TRIP program benefits all of the stakeholders region-wide as traffic, freight and commerce continue to flow freely on the interstate system, with as little impact as possible.



PROGRAM OVERVIEW
• TRIP is activated for all  

commercial vehicle crashes that 
impact lanes of travel

• Activation is handled by Agency 
Personnel, State Police, Safety 
Service Patrol Operators or others 
as designated

• 45-60 minutes Response/ 24/7 

• 90 minutes roadway clearance
• Once Notice to Proceed is given by 

Incident Commander

• Timekeeper: Traffic Management 
Centers with input from Incident 
Commander

• Incentives: $2,500 to $3,500 

• Disincentive = $600
(3 hrs. mark)
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TRIP response may be activated for a wide range of incidents and circumstances, and may be initiated by a variety of first responders, but typically DOT staff, SSP operators and/or law enforcement such as the State Police or State Patrol will be the primary activators of TRIP.TRIP companies are held to a set of requirements that provide the structure and framework for TRIP.  Response times of 45-60 minutes are expected and measured and once a tow company arrives, consults with on scene Incident Commanders, and receives their Notice to proceed, they have 90 minutes to clear the travel lanes in order to qualify for an incentive payment.Incentive payments range from a base of $2500 and will rise to $3500 if additional equipment is brought to the scene.  There are also disincentives that are levied against a tow company should the lanes remained blocked beyond the 3 hour mark.  This balance of incentive and disincentive is similar to the liquidated damage language found in most large construction contracts.



TRIP ACTIVATION CRITERIA
When designated vehicle types are involved: ACTIVATE TRIP!
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Presentation Notes
While each program has some regional or agency differences, the criteria for activating TRIP is very similar from program to program.  The chart you see here is a quick reference card that is given to all first responding TRIP activators.  It covers all of the high level circumstances that would qualify for TRIP, however we do rely on well trained first responders to make judgement calls based on the circumstances of the crash.TRIP is activated for Commercial Vehicle Crashes.  It is not intended for passenger vehicles or multiple passenger vehicle crashes.   Any commercial vehicle crash that impacts the lanes of travel qualify for TRIP activation.It could be upright with heavy damageIt could be jackknifed with damageIt could be rolled overIt could be a lost or shifted loadIt could be involved with passenger vehicles, at which point the entire crash will be a TRIP activationTRIP includes large busses, both school and tour bus.TRIP includes large motorhomesTRIP may include large pickup trucks towing equipment trailersTRIP includes ANY aircraftIt also includes judgement calls… those crashes that do not cleanly fall into the TRIP definition, but the circumstance could be just as disruptive.



TRIP-QUALIFYING CRASHES
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In addition to managing the program and ensuring compliance and performance by the TRIP towing companies, we also use TRIP crash data to evaluate and verify how we are really performing.We use this new data and compare to historical crash data and identify trends relevant to our goals.



SAFE, QUICK CLEARANCE
• Safety of responders is #1 priority
• Tactical decision-making 

• Move it?   Or work it?
• Reduce the amount of time on major crash scenes
• Safety of the motoring public

• Keep lanes open whenever possible
• Facilitate traffic flow and minimize queue 
• Reduce/eliminate likelihood of secondary crashes
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Safety of responders is number one. Everybody should go home at the end of the day.TRIP is not a hurry up and rush to clear the road program.  It is predicated on standardized response, with equally trained and qualified wrecker personnel, all responding with the same equipment regardless of time or day. It relies on communication, cooperation and coordination to bring efficiencies that may not have existed before.Do we Move the crash or work the crash?  These are tactical decisions that must be made collectively between the Wrecker Operator and the Incident Commander.Can we drag this 80,000 lb. semi to a safer area if practical?  There are some that think this is impossible, or not prudent.  TRIP has proven otherwise.The goal is to think outside of the box and determine what is possible, using our collective training, experience and tools at hand.TRIP  requires specialized training and is designed to educate and increase awareness among fellow respondersTRIP place the relocation and recovery effort in the hands of those who are trained and qualifiedAND, requires partnering with all responders to facilitate the desired goals.Never forgetting, of course, that in addition to the safety of responders, safety of the motoring public is paramount.  They are the customer.  Keeping lanes open, minimizing back-ups, and reducing or eliminating secondary crashes is part of the equation. And will serve to ensuring the free flow of people, goods and services



INCIDENT TIMELINE
TRIP’s Primary Focus: T2 – T6
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So how does TRIP help reduce the time spent on a crash?This chart is simply the life of a crash scene. TRIP is focused on reducing the T2 (Incident Verification) Thru T6 (Incident Clearance) elements.   TRIP is designed to take over once all non-towing duties are handled.  Expedited response, timely lane and roadway clearance are the primary goals.  Reducing this portion of the Incident Timeline leads to a much quicker return to normal traffic flow.



WHO ARE OUR STAKEHOLDERS?
• Towing Community
• Law Enforcement
• DOT Highway Operations Staff/Incident Managers
• Safety Service Patrols
• Traffic and Operation Centers
• Fire and EMS
• Public
• Media
• And Many Others …
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Discuss the list…    focus on the “why”    briefly discuss each stakeholders role in TRIP



TRIP PERFORMANCE MEASURES

• KEY TO VALIDATING THE BENEFITS OF TRIP
• Reduction in Travel-Lane Blockage
• Reduction in Response Times
• Improvements in Roadway Clearance Times
• Reduction in Overall Incident Duration
• Reduction of Secondary Crashes
• Dollar Saving from Reduced Congestion
• Data Equals Dollars
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In addition to managing the program and ensuring compliance and performance by the TRIP towing companies, we also use TRIP crash data to evaluate and verify how we are really performing.We use this new data and compare to historical crash data and identify trends relevant to our goals.How do we know if we are doing a good job or not?   We measure everythingWe measure response to the crash, we measure time spent on the crash, we measure how long it takes to clear the lanes of travel,we measure overall incident durationWe measure the length of backed up trafficWe measure secondary crash detailsWe measure everythingKnowing we can clear crashes quicker isn’t good enough, we need to be able to prove and illustrate the benefits of this type of approach.This is why we have developed a program with very specific criteria and very specific goals.  They are all objective, and they are all measurable.  



CURRENT TRIP PROGRAMS
GEORGIA DOT /ATLANTA TRIP PROGRAM -Established 2008

• Independent program evaluation 
completed in 2011

• Cost savings PER INCIDENT = 
$456,396 

• Percentage of Savings = 71%
• Financial benefit of TRIP for 2018 

& 2019 = $9,154,431
• Benefit / Cost of 11:1 up to 33:1

VIRGINIA DOT/RICHMOND TRIP PROGRAM - Established 2017
• Pilot program established December 2017
• 2017-2021: Over 240 TRIP crashes 
• Lane clearance improvement: 2+ hours for lost cargo CMV crashes
• Meeting incentive goals:  80+% success first 42 months.
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In addition to managing the program and ensuring compliance and performance by the TRIP towing companies, we also use TRIP crash data to evaluate and verify how we are really performing.We use this new data and compare to historical crash data and identify trends relevant to our goals.This ongoing analysis is critical in order to measure how well we are doingTwo examples:  GDOT and VDOTDiscuss a high level performance of each to highlight the clearance and cost benefits of TRIP



AGAIN… WHY TRIP?
• TRIP is a proven formula for success in clearing commercial vehicle 

crashes
• Standardizes towing response
• Extremely effective at safe, quick clearance when designed and 

managed properly
• Focus is on both responder and motorist safety
• Reduces secondary crashes
• Brings responders together
• Elevates the towing community to true incident management 

professional
• Enhances TIM concepts and practices already in place
• Uses the existing towing resource as a baseline
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CLOSING COMMENTS/ WRAP UPDISCUSS ANYTHING THAT MAY HAVE BEEN MISSED.  HIGHLIGHT THE SUCCESS OF TRIPBEGIN Q&A



THANK YOU!

TOM CLARK, PMP
VICE PRESIDENT

PARSONS
THOMAS.CLARK@PARSONS.COM

240.367.2339
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Modify for different presenters…..
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